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Abstract

This paper begins by briefly indicating the principal, non-standard motivations of the author
for his decades of work in Computability Theory (CT), a.k.a. Recursive Function Theory.

Then it discusses its proposed, general directions beyond those from pure mathematics for
CT. These directions are as follows.

1. Apply CT to basic sciences, for example, biology, psychology, physics, chemistry, and
economics.

2. Apply the resultant insights from 1 to philosophy and, more generally, apply CT to areas
of philosophy in addition to the philosophy and foundations of mathematics.

3. Apply CT for insights into engineering and other professional fields.

Lastly, this paper provides a progress report on the above non-pure mathematical directions
for CT, including examples for biology, cognitive science and learning theory, philosophy of
science, physics, applied machine learning, and computational complexity. Interweaved with
the report are occasional remarks about the future.

1 Motivations

Ted Slaman [Sla98] has nicely mentioned the central theme of his intellectual motivation (deriving
from the influence of Sacks) for working in Computability Theory (CT), a.k.a. Recursive Func-
tion Theory, namely, definability. I like this very much; however, my own strongest intellectual
motivations for devoting much of my research to CT have a very different nature and origin.

Since these latter motivations are directly or indirectly relevant to some of the directions I’ll
propose below, and are, I believe, fairly atypical among CT researchers, I’ll describe them in some
detail.

Before my undergraduate experiences, I was intellectually motivated by what I would now
describe as philosophically oriented scientific curiosity. I naively hoped to discover the fundamental
nature of the universe. It is likely I did not consider what that actually meant. I knew about
Einstein, but not about Gödel and Turing. I considered studying physics, astronomy, or psychology.
I remained flexible about fields in the future, expecting I should see what I liked, etc. I would
now say I was a naive scientific reductionist and, so, chose physics (over psychology) for my UG
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experience. My UG minors became mathematics and philosophy, and I took but one psychology
course. Psychology seemed more easily learned on my own.

I considered physics, mathematics, or philosophy for graduate school. For various reasons,
including generally better fit of cognitive style between myself and the field, I selected mathematics.

When I first learned CT the two major, intellectual ideas that captivated me were1

• that the definition of computable is an absolute, and

• my realization that, very likely, the universe, above some level at least, is
computable.2

In a sense, re the second bullet just above, with CT I felt that I was dealing with physics
again in the form of a very abstract mechanics. Also, since biological organisms including humans
are components of the physical universe, with CT I also had a very abstract handle on biology,
psychology . . . . Later I found [Myh52] in which Myhill says on P. 149:

. . . in the author’s view, the theorems of Church and Gödel are psychological laws.
Mr. E. H. Galanter of the Department of Psychology, University of Pennsylvania, de-
scribed them in conversation with the author as “the only known psychological laws
comparable in exactitude with the laws of physics.”3

It is sometimes argued that Gödel’s Theorems imply people are not algorithmic. It is, I believe,
never argued that there are people who can list or decide the set of truths of (first or second order4)
arithmetic, or who solve the halting problem, or . . . . Anyhow, regarding the arguments that are
presented: they suffer not only from the usual problems of confusing “T being consistent” with “T
being known to be consistent”, but also, and more basically, with confusion about productive sets
[Rog67]. Many times these arguments are essentially, “I know an algorithm witnessing the set of
truths of some arithmetic is productive; i.e., I know an algorithm which provides counterexamples
to alleged complete recursive axiomatizations [Men97]; therefore, I’m not a machine.” More simply,
“I know an algorithm; therefore, I’m not a machine.” In this form, these arguments are seen as
absurd. See also [Dav90, Dav93].5

Beginning with the next paragraph I’ll list my suggested directions. After I present the direc-
tions, I’ll present examples of progress to date and suggest future work.

2 Directions

Direction 1 Apply CT to the basic sciences.6

1Many, for me, less major things also helped with the captivation, e.g., the aesthetics of (some of) CT’s tools,
e.g., recursion theorems [Cas91, Cas94, RC94].

2N.B. In a discrete, random universe but with computable probability distributions for its behaviors (e.g., a discrete,
quantum mechanical universe, perhaps, as I believe, ours is), the statistically expected behavior will still be computable
[dMSS56] (and constructively so [Gil72, Gil77]).

3However, when, many years later, I got to know Myhill and discussed with him the idea that people are essentially
algorithmic mechanisms, he was, at that time, no longer in favor of the idea.

4I mean second order in the sense of [Rog67].
5I plan to write a philosophical paper in which I present some new arguments in this area and which tend a bit

in the opposite direction of supporting a mechanistic world, or at least one with mechanistic expected behavior.
6By basic sciences, I have in mind biology, psychology, physics, chemistry, economics, etc., sciences which, each to

varying degrees of predictive success, apply scientific method.
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This leads to a second

Direction 2 Apply the understandings from successes re Direction 1 to philosophy and, more
generally, apply CT to more areas of philosophy than at present.7

At least for my personally captivating intellectual motivations for CT bulleted above, I believe
CT deserves to survive! It is not so clear that it will.8 This partly motivates

Direction 3 Apply CT to engineering and other professional or applied fields more generally.

3 Progress So Far And How One Might Go From Here

In this section I’ll proceed approximately chronologically with respect to my own first associations
with the general subject headings. I’ll interweave with the progress report occasional remarks
about the future. I’ll also make occasional remarks about proof techniques employed thus far9,
and prove one sample theorem (Theorem 1 in Section 3.2.1 below). I intend the progress report
material partly as evidence that progress is possible, not as how one must necessarily proceed next.
I’ll not be proposing particular and well-defined problems. Instead and in general I propose the
creation of interesting, insightful, and interpretable definitions, problems, theorems for the sciences,
philosophy, and applied fields.

Standard computability-theoretic notation will be from [Rog67]. For example, N will denote
the set of natural numbers, {0, 1, 2, . . .}. ϕ will denote a fixed acceptable programming system
(or numbering) for the class of partially computable functions: N → N , where ϕp is the partially
computable function computed by program (or index) p in the system. For a partial function ψ,
δψ and ρψ denote the domain and range of ψ, respectively. We write Wp for the r.e. set accepted

or enumerated by ϕ-program p, where, formally, Wp
def= δϕp. We’ll also write ↓ for converges or is

defined and ↑ for diverges or is not defined.

I do not consider set theory to be one of the sciences in the above sense, and it’s not clear platonists would consider
it to be anyhow — even if they think sets are a component of the universe independent of human invention. I’m not
a platonist. For me, set theory requires deciding what is useful and interesting to mean by sets, and I personally
expect that that will have no absolute answer.

7I like very much the idea of people continuing to apply CT to foundations of mathematics and associated
philosophy. Directions 1 and 2 are, I believe, a needed expansion to areas outside of mathematics itself, i.e., moves
away from math-centricism.

8For U.S. mathematical science departments, NSF commissioned [nsf98], and in Appendix 2 Assessment of
Subfields, under Foundations we see, among other things, the following.

Recursion (or computability) theory is quiescent, with a substantial body of completed work. Bar-
ring a major breakthrough, or the further exploitation of connections with computational mathematics
and computer science, the next decade is not expected to be very active. England plays a leading role,
with the United States as a contributor, but the aging research population is not being replenished.

9I’ve not seen a need for n-jump priority arguments yet. There may eventually need to be new, complex methods
created to obtain results in my proposed directions.
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3.1 Biology

Kleene [Kle81, Page 59]10 was apparently the first to notice the connection between his second re-
cursion theorem [Rog67, Page 214] and Von Neumann’s self-reproducing automata [Neu66, Bur70].
I recall that Kleene told me (perhaps at the Kleene Symposium) that he had used his recursion
theorem to understand Von Neumann’s construction. This amazed me, since, by contrast, I had
used von Neumann’s construction to understand Kleene’s proof of his recursion theorem [Cas74].11

Myhill’s [Myh64] seems to be the first published account featuring a connection between CT and
self-reproducing automata although it does not employ a recursion theorem. This paper provided
me with my first hint of how to connect CT to modeling the physical world, and it directly motivated
my [Cas74] (and the earlier [Cas71]).

In [Myh64], Myhill considers variants of machines which build strict copies of themselves, e.g.,
machines which build distortions such as mirror images of themselves and machines which deter-
ministically evolve with each generation a better automatic theorem prover.

Herein, in our brief discussion of [Cas74], I omit most technical details. Suffice it to say one has
a sequence of constructor machines M0,M1,M2, . . ., and, besides their constructing capabilities,
they have arbitrary effectively pre-assigned respective computing capabilities.

For these constructor machines, we write Mp → Mq to mean Mp constructs or begets Mq.
One of the emphases in [Cas74] was periodicity in generations of machines which construct

offspring. For example, given any n ∈ N , we can obtain pairwise distinct constructor machines
Me0 ,Me1 , . . . ,Men such that Me0 → Me1 → . . . → Men → Me0 .

12 This sequence replicates
with period n + 1. Self-reproduction is the n + 1 = 1 case. In nature we also see period two,
the n + 1 = 2 case: the metagenic cœlenterates Aurelia and Obelia [Jes89, Page 246] alternate
between an attached polyp generation and a free swimming medusa generation with each looking
and behaving different from the other. We see period three, the n + 1 = 3 case, in some parasites
which occupy a succession of very different hosts. I could not find evidence of organisms reproducing
with periodicity in generations greater than three. The obvious problem for biologists suggested
by the existence of constructor machines which replicate every n+1 generations for arbitrary large
n is, Why don’t we see larger periods in nature?

Another example from [Cas74], given any n ∈ N , we can constructively obtain different pairwise
distinct constructor machines Me0 ,Me1 , . . . ,Men such that Me0 → Me1 → . . . → Men and
Men is sterile, and, additionally, where each Mei , for i ≤ n, has the same arbitrary pre-assigned
computing capabilities. The n-th descendant of Me0 exists and is sterile, where Me0 is considered to
be the zeroth descendant of itself. In drafting this chapter, I thought of an engineering application.
Many times humans have introduced a new organism into an environment to control a pre-existing
pest organism only to discover that the new organism is a pest itself. The application is to employ
the trick for producing the Me0 ,Me1 , . . . ,Men of this paragraph to engineer genetically a proposed
new organism to introduce for pest control so as to have its n-th descendant exist and be sterile

10This paper is worth a read more generally.
11Wonderfully, the top level logic/refinement of Von Neumanns’s construction is essentially identi-

cal to the top level logic/refinement of biological single-celled organisms’ self-reproductive procedure.
http://www.cis.udel.edu/∼case/papers/krt-self-repo.pdf explicitly lays out the correspondence between Kleene’s
proof of his recursion theorem and (the top level of) a single-celled organism’s self-reproductive procedure. This
expands on the discussion of same in [Cas74].

12The proof can be done by a padded n + 1-ary recursion theorem. To handle elegantly the cases of aperiodicity
in generations (with no sterile descendent), I invented my Operator Recursion Theorem (ORT) [Cas74], an infinitary
self-reference principle [Cas94]. My ORT is called the Functional Recursion Theorem in [Odi99].
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(for whatever n is desired), but to have its non-reproductive functions not be altered. Then, the
altered new organism, if it turns out to be a pest itself, will die out anyway. If it doesn’t seem to
be a pest itself, and it’s still needed to control the original pest, it can be reintroduced.

3.2 Machine Inductive Inference & Computability-Theoretic Learning

CT applied to these areas first appeared in [Put63, Gol67]. Associated textbook material appears
in [OSW86, JORS99, Odi99].

One of the endorsement sentences I composed for MIT Press regarding the then upcoming
[JORS99] reads as follows.13

Just as a conservation assumption from physics provides boundaries on and insight into
the physically possible, so too the computability assumption on learning provides herein
boundaries on and insight into the cognitively possible.

The material in this section features Philosophy of Science (Section 3.2.1), Cognitive Science &
Language Learning (Section 3.2.2), and Applied Machine Learning (Section 3.2.3).

Some CT work applied to computational complexity aspects of learning appears in Section 3.4
below.

3.2.1 Philosophy of Science

On [BB75, Page 125] it says the following.

Consider the physicist who looks for a law to explain a growing body of physical data.
His data consist of a set of pairs (x, y), where x describes a particular experiment, e.g., a
high-energy physics experiment, and y describes the results obtained, e.g., the particles
produced and their respective properties. The law he seeks is essentially an algorithm
for computing the function f(x) = y.

Here is another example from [CJNM94]: x codes a particle diffraction experiment and f(x) the
resultant probable distribution (or fringe pattern) on the other side of the diffraction grating.
Quantum theory provides algorithmic extraction of f(x) from x. A program for f is, then, a
predictive explanation or law for the set of such diffraction experiments.

If, in our universe, people, including scientists (and collections thereof, including over historical
time), are essentially algorithmic (as I believe), one can use CT to get theorems in philosophy of
science. This realization occurred to me in the mid 70s and, for me, it was extremely intellectually
exciting.

Some computability-theoretic inductive inference publications with something to say for phi-
losophy of science are [Put63, Gol67, B7̄4, BB75, Kin77, Wie78, CS78, CS83, CJS92, BCJS94,
CJNM94, FJ94, LW94, CJS96, ACJS04].

Some philosophy of science publications influenced by computability-theoretic inductive infer-
ence are [Gly85, KG89, KG90, KS95, Kel96, KSJ97, Sch99, Sch00, Kel01].

In the rest of this section I’ll present a few sample results from computability-theoretic inductive
inference with corresponding indications of their philosophical meaning.

13Another sentence with very different content was actually used in my endorsement on the book jacket.
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In the following we will model inductive inference machines M extensionally as partially com-
putable functions which take for their inputs finite initial segments of functions f : N → N and
which either go undefined or return programs in the ϕ-system. Intuitively, for a finite initial seg-
ment σ, if M(σ) is defined (written: ↓) = p, then p represents M’s conjecture or hypothesis as
to a program for f based on the data points about f contained in σ. We write σ ⊂ f to mean
σ is a finite initial segment of f ; i.e., σ is a finite initial segment of a function, and its graph is a
proper subset of that of f . We write

∞
∀ to mean for all but finitely many. R denotes the class of

computable functions mapping N into N .
We next consider a criterion of successful inductive inference.

Definition 1 M Ex-learns f ⇔ [(∀σ ⊂ f)[M(σ)↓] ∧ (∃p)(∞∀σ ⊂ f)[M(σ) = p ∧ ϕp = f ]].

Intuitively, M Ex-learns f means that, M fed successively more data about f , outputs a corre-
sponding succession of conjectures and eventually begins to output the same correct ϕ-program p
for f over and over. For Ex-learning we think of M as eventually finding a predictive explanation
p for f [CS83].

For p satisfying the right hand side of Definition 1 just above, we write M(f)↓ = p.
Ex def= {S ⊆ R | (∃M)[M Ex-learns each f ∈ S]}. For example, the class of one-argument

primitive recursive functions is in Ex, but R is not [Gol67, BB75]. Hence, while some single M
is “clever” enough to Ex-learn every primitive recursive function, no single M is clever enough to
Ex-learn each computable function.

Next we begin to consider alternative criteria of success.

Definition 2 M Conf -learns f ⇔ [M Ex-learns f ∧
(∀σ ⊂ f)[M(σ)↓ ∧ (ϕM(σ) ∪ σ) is single-valued]].

Let f [n] def= f(0), ..., f(n − 1).
We see that an M which Conf -learns a function f Ex-learns f and produces, on each input

f [n], a corresponding conjecture, M(f [n]), based on the data in f [n], and this conjecture does
not explicitly output something convergently contradicting any data in f [n]. A program M(f [n])
may go undefined on some inputs < n, but on such inputs, it, then, does not converge to anything
different from what f does. This seems like a very reasonable, common sense restriction. In fact,
the stronger looking restriction for the related Cons-learning criterion may seem reasonable too:
each program M(f [n]) must converge to f on any inputs < n. This restriction requires that each
conjecture of M on f has to be correct on the data about f on which that conjecture is based.14

Conf def= {S ⊆ R | (∃M)[M Conf -learns each f ∈ S]}. Also, Cons def= {S ⊆ R |
(∃M)[M Cons-learns each f ∈ S]}.

Surprisingly, these natural, common sense restrictions on inductive inference (for Conf and
Cons) strictly limit learning or inductive inference power (as measured by Ex-learning).

Theorem 1 (Wiehagen [Wie78]) Cons ⊂ Conf ⊂ Ex.

For example, the second, more surprising non-containment in Theorem 1 just above entails that, in
some cases for explanatory inductive inference, employing conjectures convergently contradicting

14Conf is short for Conformal, and Cons is short for Consistent. I sometimes like referring to Conformal as
postdictively-consistent (not explicitly contradicting known data points in one’s conjectures based on them) and
Consistent as postdictively-complete (not missing any known data points in one’s conjectures based on them).
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known data gives one strictly greater inferring power than not contradicting known data! This
result is, I believe, of great interest for philosophy of science.

Proof Theorem 1. Of course Cons ⊆ Conf ⊆ Ex. Since, offhand, I know of no easily available
proof of the second, somewhat harder, more surprising non-containment, and to provide herein at
least one illustrative, short, and sweet proof re inductive inference, I’ll prove the more surprising
of the non-containments.

Let
S = {f ∈ R | ρf is finite ∧ ϕmax(ρf) = f}, (1)

a self-referential class. We will show that

S ∈ (Ex− Conf).15 (2)

Trivially, S ∈ Ex — as witnessed by a machine that, on any f , outputs the largest thing, if
any16, it has seen so far in the range of f .

Suppose for contradiction M witnesses that S ∈ Conf . Hence,

(∀f ∈ S)(∀σ ⊂ f)[M(σ)↓ ∧ (ϕM(σ) ∪ σ) is single-valued]. (3)

Claim 1
(∀σ)(∃f ∈ S)[f ⊃ σ]. (4)

Hence, by (4,3),
(∀σ)[M(σ)↓ ∧ (ϕM(σ) ∪ σ) is single-valued]. (5)

Proof Claim 1. We let max(∅) def= 0.
Suppose σ is given. By a padded version of Kleene’s Recursion Theorem, there is program e

such that e > max(ρσ)), and, on input x, e looks in a mirror to see which program it is17, and,
then,

ϕe(x) =
{
σ(x), if x ∈ δσ;
e, otherwise.

(6)

Let f = ϕe. Then f ⊃ σ, and f ∈ S. Claim 1

We continue with the proof of the theorem.
We write σ · i for the finite sequence consisting of σ followed by i.
By a padded version of Kleene’s Recursion Theorem, there is a different program e > 0, 1 such

that this e looks in a mirror to see which program it is, and, then, the rest of this e’s behavior is
described informally below.

15This and other such examples for witnessing the rest of the theorem as well as for other, related results are stated,
but not proven correct, in [CJSW04]. For (Ex− Cons) 6= ∅, see [B7̄4, BB75, Wie76].

16If nothing has yet appeared in the range of f , the machine can output any program.
17See [Cas94, RC94] for more about this way of understanding recursion theorems and program or machine self-

reference in terms of mirrors. It is also discussed in Section 3.3 below.
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begin Program e;
set ϕe(0) = e;
let ϕs

e be the finite sequence of successive values of ϕe defined before stage s below18;
do stage s for s = 0 to ∞;

begin stage s;
if (i) M(ϕs

e · 0) = M(ϕs
e · 1) (∗ i.e., M is insensitive ∗)

then
set ϕs+1

e = ϕe · 0 (∗ passive ploy ∗)
else (ii) (∗ i.e., M is sensitive ∗)

set ϕs+1
e = ϕe · min({i ≤ 1 | M(ϕs

e) 6= M(ϕs
e · i)}) (∗ aggressive ploy19 ∗)

endif
end stage s

enddo
end Program e.

Clearly, by (5), ϕe is total and, then, is ∈ S. Therefore, (∃p)[M(ϕe)↓ = p ∧ ϕp = ϕe].

Hence, (
∞
∀ s)[(i) holds at stage s] — since each stage in which (ii) holds forces M to make another

mind change.
Pick s0 so large that [(i) holds at stage s0 ∧ M(ϕs0+1

e ) = M(ϕs0
e ) = p].

For each i ≤ 1, let σi = ϕs0
e · i.

Then, σ0 = ϕs0+1
e 6= σ1 ∧ δσ0 = δσ1.

Let xs0 = max(δσ0), which = max(δσ1), and is > 0.
Since M is insensitive at stage s0, M(σ0) = p = M(σ1).
By (5),

[(ϕM(σ1) ∪ σ1) is single-valued]. (7)

xs0 ∈ δσ0 = δσ1 ∧ σ0(xs0) = 0 6= 1 = σ1(xs0).
ϕM(σ0) = ϕM(σ1) = ϕp = ϕe.
δϕe = N . Therefore, xs0 ∈ δϕe too.
Since ϕM(σ0) = ϕe, (xs0 , 0) ∈ (ϕM(σ0) ∩ σ0).
Since ϕM(σ0) = ϕM(σ1), (xs0 , 0) ∈ ϕM(σ1). Also, (xs0 , 1) ∈ σ1. Hence,

(xs0 , 0), (xs0 , 1) ∈ (ϕM(σ1) ∪ σ1), (8)

a contradiction to (7). Theorem 1

Next is another theorem I like very much.

Theorem 2 (Bārzdiņš [B7̄4], Blum & Blum [BB75]) Ex is not closed under union; i.e.,
there are classes S0,S1 ∈ Ex such that (S0 ∪ S1) 6∈ Ex.

Here are example such S0,S1 — similar to those from [BB75]. Let S0 = {f ∈ R | ϕf(0) = f}
and S1 = {f ∈ R | (

∞
∀ )[f(x) = 0]}. Theorem 2 essentially suggests that for success in induc-

tive/scientific inference, one needs the diversity of incomparable “cognitive” styles of scientists:
18ϕs

e is an initial segment of a function; hence, it has domain {0, . . . , n − 1} for some n ≥ 0.
19This strategy forces M to make a change of conjecture, a “mind” change, on ϕe.
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scientists M0 which Ex-learns S0 and M1 which Ex-learns S1 cannot be combined into a third
scientist M2 which Ex-learns all that M0 does together with all that M1 does.

In physical optics there is a phenomenon called anomalous dispersion: the classical, quantitative
explanation for different frequencies of light and, more generally, electromagnetic radiation being
differentially bent according to frequency when passing through a prism does not work for X-rays.20

Physicists used this model nonetheless until quantum mechanics provided a better model. In the
mid 70s I began to consider whether I could prove a theorem re machine inductive inference that
would suggest a vindication of physicists’ employing slightly faulty predictive explanations. For each
n ∈ N , for partial functions η, θ, we write η =n θ to mean that there are at most n counterexamples
to η = θ. We write η =∗ θ to mean that there are at most finitely many counterexamples to η = θ.
For a ∈ N ∪ {∗}, we define a variant of Ex-learning, called Exa-learning, in which the eventual
final programs p are allowed to be mistaken on up to a inputs in computing the input function f ;
i.e., success requires only that ϕp =a f . A theorem indicating an increase in inferring or learning
power comes with tolerance of some few mistakes in one’s predictive explanations follows.

Theorem 3 (Case & Smith [CS78, CS83]) Ex = Ex0 ⊂ Ex1 ⊂ Ex2 ⊂ . . .Ex∗.

Hence, we see that tolerating up to just one single anomaly or mistake in one’s final program
provides a strict increase in inferring power, tolerating n + 1 anomalies provides an increase over
tolerating no more than n, and tolerating a finite number provides an increase over tolerating a
bounded number.21 Of course, Ex∗ is not so “practical” a criterion as Exn, for small n, since, for
the former, the finite number of anomalies in a final program p may include all the data points for
which the predictive explanation p will ever be used. Ex∗ is mathematically interesting though.

In [CS83] we pointed out that Popper’s Refutability Principle, the principle that purported sci-
entific explanations ought to be subject to refutation by suitable experiments, needs some revision.
The anomalies providing the hierarchy of Theorem 3 above are and must be mistakes of omission
[CS83], but this kind of mistake cannot be algorithmically detected in general. Explanations ought
to be refutable when they make predictions, but may not be refutable when they fail to make a
prediction at all — even if they should have.

Let minprogram(f) def= min {p | ϕp = f}.
Definition 3 (Freivalds [Fre75]) For S ⊆ R, S ∈ Mex as witnessed by M
⇔ (∃ computable h)(∀f ∈ S)[M Ex-learns f ∧ (∀p)[M(f)↓ = p⇒ p ≤ h(minprogram(f))]].

For M,S, h as in the just above definition, M’s final programs on f ∈ S are within “factor” h
of minprogram(f). Mex-learning is intended as a model of inductive inference obeying a form
of Occam’s Razor. It is common in philosophy of science and in the applied part of artificial
intelligence called machine learning to assume one’s models for fitting and predicting data should
obey some form of Occam’s Razor. Yet we have the following theorem which shows that a simple,
easily inferred subclass of R is not in Mex.

Theorem 4 (Kinber [Kin77]) S1 = {f ∈ R | f is the characteristic function of a finite set} ∈
(Ex− Mex).

20Of course it is the model or predictive explanation which is anomalous, not the physical phenomenon itself.
21[BB75] announced the case of Ex ⊂ Ex∗.
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Hence, at least some forms of another common sense principle, Occam’s Razor, restrict one’s
inferring or learning power! Theorem 4 just above can be proved by a recursion theorem argument
together with a finitary cancellation (zero-injury priority) scheme.22 For more on Mex and variants,
see [Che81, Che82, ACJS04].23

There are costly criteria providing inferring or learning power beyond that of Ex∗. M Bc-
learns f ∈ R means that M on f outputs an infinite sequence of programs p0, p1, p2, . . ., and
(
∞
∀ i)[ϕpi = f ]. Bc or behaviorally correct learning features semantic convergence to correct pro-

grams; whereas, Ex-learning features syntactic convergence to correct programs. Bc def= {S ⊆ R |
(∃M)[M Bc-learns each f ∈ S]}. Steel [CS83] showed Ex∗ ⊆ Bc. Bārzdiņš [B7̄4] first studied Bc
and showed that (Bc−Ex) 6= ∅. Harrington and I [CS83] showed that (Bc−Ex∗) 6= ∅.24 Anyhow,
the cost mentioned above of Bc-learning is that to realize its full power one has to contend with
the final, correct programs being of unbounded size.25

In this section we have quite plausibly been taking a predictive scientific explanation to be
modeled as a ϕ-program for predicting the results of all experiments regarding a phenomenon
to be explained.26 Essentially, in terms of the arithmetical hierarchy [Rog67], ϕ-programs are
intercompilable with Σ0

1-definitions of the corresponding (partial) functions. In [CJS92, BCJS94,
CS99, CS06] the learning or inductive inference of Σ0

2-definitions is also considered. Of course,
from such definitions one may not be able to extract predictions about the outcomes of associated
experiments, but in some cases, some higher order information may be extractable. Even if, from
such a definition, one cannot calculate values for an f so defined, one may be able to extract data
refutable global or shape information about the curve of f , e.g., that f is monotone increasing.27

The limiting-computable partial functions are those computable by a total mind-changing algo-
rithm, i.e., those that are the limit of a computable function [Sha71]. With care one can intercompile
between Σ0

2-definitions and some form of programs for the limiting-computable partial functions.28

For this reason we write LimEx for the inference criterion just like Ex except that the “programs”
output and converged to are Σ0

2-definitions (or a suitable form of limiting programs). N.B. We
are, of course, interested in LimEx for classes of computable functions only. We take ϕ2 to be an
acceptable programming system (numbering) for the Σ0

2 partial functions, where ϕ2
p is the partial

function defined by suitable form of limiting program p.
For expressions E admitting translation into the language of first order arithmetic [Men97] we

write � E � for a fixed, natural such translation.
22Chen in [Che81, Che82] showed that, by contrast, S0 = {f ∈ R | ϕf(0) = f} ∈ Mex, and yet, by a recursion

theorem argument from [BB75], self-referential classes like S0 are so large they contain a finite variant of each element
of R.

23The latter features infinitary self-reference arguments employing my ORT Theorem [Cas74, Cas94].
24Our proof was an infinitary recursion theorem argument based on my ORT [Cas74, Cas94].
25Anomalous variants of Bc-learning, e.g., Bca for allowing up to a anomalies in final programs, and corresponding

hierarchies of learning/inferring power are studied in [CS83]. Harrington showed [CS83] that some machine witnesses
R ∈ Bc∗, and [CCJ01] shows that such machines on infinitely many computable functions have their anomalies
occurring in undesirable positions.

26Fulk [Ful85] argues that the set of distinguishable experiments one can actually do and record on a phenomenon
is countable: lab manuals can and do contain only finite notations from a finite alphabet and/or bounded-size,
finite-precision images.

27The difference is somewhat analogous to the difference between predicting the location of planet at any time and
predicting the shape of the planet’s orbit [CJS92, BCJS94].

28The trick is to express the limiting computable partial functions as the uniform limit of a single, suitable
computable function [RC94, CS06].
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η =∞ θ
def⇔ card({x | η(x) = θ(x)}) is infinite.

Theorem 5 (Case & Suraj [CS99, CS06]) Suppose T is a computably axiomatizable first or-
der theory which extends Peano Arithmetic (PA) and in which one cannot prove sentences that
are false in the standard model ([Men97]). Then, there is a class of monotone computable functions
C such that

1. C 6∈ ∪k∈NBck,

2. (∀f ∈ C)(∀p | ϕp =∞ f)[T 6` � ϕp is monotone �],29 and

3. there exists a machine M which LimEx-learns every function in C and, for every f ∈ C, for
every e such that M(f)↓ = e,

(a) PA ` � ϕ2
e is monotone �,

(b) (∀x, y)[T 6` � ϕ2
e(x) = y �]30, and

(c) PA ` � ϕ2
e is computable �.

This theorem (Theorem 5), then, provides some strong tradeoffs between inferring Σ0
1- vs. Σ0

2-
definitions. For C, one can employ the latter, but not the former for successful inference and to
prove monotonicity. But, by the important Clause 3b in Theorem 5 just above, one cannot predict,
from the latter and T, for the sake of Popper’s Refutability Principle for science, any data points at
all in the graphs of the ϕ2

e’s! The output Σ0
2-definitions are not, in principle, refutable by incorrect

data point predictions, but in principle, they admit of being refuted by non-monotonicity (in the
input data itself). Hence, this result exhibits, then, some new subtleties re the application of
Popper’s Refutability Principle: one cannot inductively infer C ⊆ R without being forced to accept
a weakened refutability principle.

I’d like to see more CT learning theory theorems like those above with some insight and/or
shock value for philosophy of science.

3.2.2 Cognitive Science & Language Learning

In this section we look at learning grammars for (formal) languages from positive information about
them. The original paradigm was Gold’s [Gol67]. Thanks to code numbering and for mathematical
convenience we can and will take our languages to be r.e. subsets of N . Grammars will be type 0
[HU79], and, hence, we can take a grammar g for an r.e. language L to be an r.e. index for L, i.e.,
such that Wg = L.

We say T is a text for L def⇔ {T (0), T (1), . . .} = L.31 We say, in this case, T is for L. In this
section Ms will computably map finite initial segments of texts into grammars/r.e. indices, and,
without loss of generality for what we want to do, we’ll take Ms to be total. Next are defined some
criteria of successful language learning.

29Therefore, (∀f ∈ C)(∀p | ϕp =∞ f and ϕp is monotone )[T 6` � ϕp is monotone �]. This is, perhaps,
surprisingly strong.

30Therefore, (∀x, y | ϕ2
e(x) = y)[T 6` � ϕ2

e(x) = y �].
31In more formal expositions, we allow ρT to contain also #s, where a # models a pause and is not part of the

language L. Then the text with successive values consisting only of #s is the only text for the empty language.
Herein we need not be so careful about handling the empty language.
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Definition 4 ([CL82, OW82, Cas99a]) Suppose b ∈ (N+ ∪ {∗}), where N+ = {1, 2, . . .} &
x ≤ ∗ means x <∞.

1. L ∈ TxtEx ⇔ (∃M)(∀L ∈ L)(∀T for L)[M on T outputs g0, g1, g2, . . . ⇒ (∃t)[gt = gt+1 =
· · · ∧ Wgt = L]].

2. L ∈ TxtBc ⇔ (∃M)(∀L ∈ L)(∀T for L)[M on T outputs g0, g1, g2, . . .⇒ (∃t) [gt, gt+1, . . .
each generates/enumerates L]].

3. L ∈ TxtFexb ⇔ (∃M)(∀L ∈ L)(∀T for L)[M on T outputs g0, g1, g2, . . . ⇒ (∃t) [gt, gt+1, . . .
each generates/enumerates L ∧ card({gt, gt+1, . . .}) ≤ b]].

The class F of all finite languages ∈ TxtEx, but the class of all regular languages (from
automata theory [HU79]) is not [Gol67]. K = {K ∪ {x} | x ∈ N} ∈ (TxtBc − TxtEx), where K
is the diagonal halting problem [Rog67]. TxtFexb is like TxtBc except the set of final, correct
programs has cardinality ≤ b. TxtFex1 = TxtEx & K 6∈ TxtFexb.

We have that TxtFex1 ⊂ TxtFex2 ⊂ . . . ⊂ TxtFex∗ ⊂ TxtBc (see [Cas99a]).32 33

Some sample publications in computational learning theory re formal language learning are
[Gol67, Ang80, Cas86, OSW86, Ful85, Ful90, KLHM93, BCJ95, JORS99, Cas99a, BCJ99,
CCJS05].

The language learning model of the present section, although obviously limited as a model for
human language learning, has, nonetheless, been influential in cognitive science and in contemporary
theories of natural languages, e.g., [Pin79, WC80, OSW82, Wex82, OSW84, Ber85, Gle86, Kir92].

Regarding this model, I gradually acquired the belief that, in spite of its limitations, there
was the possibility for theorems with insights into cognitive science. In the rest of this section,
I’ll provide an example.34 The motivation comes from empirical observations from child cognitive
development.

U-shaped learning behavior features the pattern of learning, unlearning, and relearning. It occurs
in child development re, e.g., verb regularization [PM91, MPU+92, TA02] and understanding of
various (Piaget-like) conservation principles [SS82], e.g., temperature and weight conservation and
interaction between object tracking and object permanence. An example regarding irregular verbs
in English follows. A child first uses spoke, the correct past tense of the irregular verb to speak.
Then the child overregularizes incorrectly using speaked. Lastly, the child returns to using spoke.
Our theoretical examples will involve the formal learning, unlearning, and relearning of type 0
grammars for whole formal languages L.

The main “theoretical” concern of the empirically based cognitive science literature on U-shaped
learning is with how to model U-shaped learning. For example, is U-shaped language learning done

32[OW82] showed TxtFex1 ⊂ TxtFex∗ ⊂ TxtBc.
There are also anomaly hierarchies, but we will not go into them here. See [Cas99a].
33This hierarchy result contrasts with what happens with the criteria for learning programs in the limit for f ∈ R

from Section 3.2.1 above: for Ex style learning, converging to finitely many correct programs in the limit offers no
more learning power than converging to one. See [CS83].

34The proof techniques for learning language grammars from positive data, unlike the results in the just previous
section (Section 3.2.1) feature more than considerations of algorithmicity. They also feature finite extension arguments
which, of course, can be conceptualized in terms of Baire Category Theory [Myh61, Rog67, Jec78, OSW83, OSW86].
Some of the proofs in [Cas99a] employ such a mixture but resembling finite injury priority arguments. These are to
obtain results for TxtFexb having to do with without-loss-of-generality local and global insensitivity to order of data
presentation and whether the texts are restricted to being computable.
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employing subconscious general rules vs. tables of exceptions [Bow82]? That is a nice concern,
but not at all my interest. My interest is in the following question. Is U-shaped learning an
unnecessary and harmless accident of human evolution or is U-shaped learning advantageous in
that some classes of tasks can be learned in U-shaped way, but not otherwise? I.e., are some classes
of tasks learnable only by returning to abandoned correct, learnable behaviors? Of course, as a
question about humans, this is very difficult to answer. So, I sought some learning theory insights
about what could possibly be true.

Next is the definition of language learning criteria which are restricted by disallowing U-shaped
learning behavior. We think of Wg as the [summary of the] behavior g.

Definition 5 Suppose C ∈ {TxtFexb,TxtBc}. Then, L ∈ NonUC ⇔ (∃M)(∀L ∈
L)(∀T for L)[M on T outputs g0, g1, g2, . . . ⇒ (∀i, j, k | i < j < k)[Wgi = Wgk

= L⇒Wgj = Wgi ]].

Non-U-shaped learners never abandon correct behaviors for learned L ∈ L and, then, return to
those behaviors.

From [CCJS05], the transitive closure of the inclusions (denoted by −→) in Figure 1 hold and
no other inclusions hold.

NonUTxtBc
TxtFex2

TxtFex3

TxtFex
*

TxtBc

= NonUTxtFex b

NonUTxtEx
=TxtEx

Figure 1: Results on U-Shaped Learning

Hence, U-shaped learning is needed for some class in TxtBc; is not for TxtEx learning, i.e.,
for learning one successful grammar in the limit; is needed for some class in TxtFex2 even if we
allow finitely many grammars in the limit — but not if we allow infinitely many grammars in the
limit; and is needed for some L ∈ TxtFex3 even if we allow infinitely many grammars in the limit.

Now that we know some mathematical possibilities, a question for the cognitive scientists is:
does the class of tasks humans must learn to be competitive in the genetic marketplace, like this
latter L, necessitate U-shaped learning?
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I’d like to see more CT learning theory results like the above which give cognitive science
something new to think about.

3.2.3 Applied Machine Learning

In the context of dealing with the difficulties of actually applying learning in robotics, Drew McDer-
mott [McD92] says, “Learning makes the most sense when it is thought of as filling in the details in
an algorithm that is already nearly right.” I suggested to colleagues that we get some correspond-
ing learning theory results regarding learning programs for functions from approximately correct
such programs (as well as from data on the functions). Martin Kummer came up with several nice
ideas for such approximate programs for a computable 0-1 valued function — including decision
programs for bounded width trees [Rog67] containing or enveloping the function, and we produced
[CKKK97]. A sample result from this paper implies that if the approximately correct programs
are for enveloping trees of width n > 0, then some probabilistic machine (in the sense of [Pit84,
Pit89]) Ex-learns every 0-1 valued computable function with probability of success 1

n . For Bc the
probability is one.

In the late 90s I started attending applied machine learning conferences and workshops. Early
on I noticed practical interest in so-called concept drift and context sensitive learning.

A drifting concept to be learned is one which is a moving target. See, for example, [BBDK96,
BC92, DR94, FM97, HL94, Kub92, Wro94]. I got some computability theory collaborators together
to produce [CJK+01] in which we show, for various learnability criteria (including some, suggested
by Frank Stephan, for learning Martingale betting strategies), bounds on the speed of the moving
target that permit success at all.

Context sensitive learning involves trying to learn Y by first [Wai89a, Wai89b, TC89, dG90a,
dG90b, dG91, Fah91, TS96, Thr96] or simultaneously [Car93, Car96, MK96, BGN97, DHB95,
MCF+94, PMK91, SR86] trying to learn also X — even in cases where there may be no inherent
interest in learning X. There is, in many cases, an empirical advantage in doing this for some
X,Y . It can happen that Y is not learnable by itself, but is learnable if one learns X first or
simultaneously. For example, to teach a robot to drive a car, it is useful to train it also to predict
the center of the road markings (see, for example, [BP95, Car96]). I realized there was already
a CT learning theory paper that I liked very much, [AGS89], which showed mathematically these
context sensitivity phenomenon must happen for some tasks X,Y . Later we produced [CJO+00]
providing a kind of strengthening for the case one learns X,Y simultaneously.35

These results regarding context sensitive learning provide mathematical support for the corre-
sponding empirical phenomena suggesting the possibility that these empirical phenomena are not
just accidental or illusory.

I’d like to see more of these kinds of CT learning theory papers.
Next is an interesting four part story.
Part I of the four part story: In my visits to the School of Computer Science and Engineering,

University of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia, I’ve learned about the machine learning projects
of Claude Sammut there. I became particularly interested in the behavioral cloning approach to
machine learning of reactive process-control. This is surveyed in [BS99] and involves using data
from the (non-verbal, performance) behavior of master or expert human controllers in order to make

35Of course machine learning is an engineering endeavor. However, philosophers of science as well as practitioners
in scientific disciplines should, I believe, be considering their relevance to their endeavors.
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machine learning of complex control feasible/possible. For example, it has been used successfully
to teach an autopilot to fly an aircraft simulator [BS99, SHKM92, MS93, Sam92, Sam96] and to
teach a machine to operate efficiently a (simulated) free-swinging shipyard crane [BS99, UB94].

One of the difficulties Claude made me aware of in the learning-to-fly project was that attempts
to make use of the behavioral data from more than one human expert at a time had failed miserably.
Different pilots had very different strategies, and it was not clear how to mix them.

Part II of the four part story: In a visit to Martin Kummer he put me onto his theoretical work
on learning, from programs for game trees, etc., winning strategies for infinite reactive process-
control games called closed computable games [KO96]. I won’t provide here the details but will give
the computability-theoretical flavor of these games with two contrasting examples.36

Example 1 Fix n0 ∈ N . Player I is a digital thermostat, Player II is the temperature (which is
subject to a discrete unseen physical disturbance); winning for Player I is: past time (= move) n0

keeping the temperature within some pre-assigned integer bounds.

Example 1 is a closed computable game. Importantly, Player I can algorithmically detect if
he/she/it has, at any point, lost.

Example 2 Player I is a digital thermostat, Player II is the temperature (which is subject to a
discrete, unseen physical disturbance); winning for Player I is: past some time (= move) n keeping
the temperature within some pre-assigned integer bounds.

Example 2 is not a closed computable game. Importantly, Player I can not algorithmically detect
if he/she/it has, at any point, lost.

Of course the behavioral cloning games in Part I are not infinite, but there is otherwise some
suggestive similarity with the closed computable games.

Kummer’s co-author, Matthias Ott, had some ideas already for adding the behavior of masters
playing winning strategies as additional information for the learning of closed computable games.
This looked like behavioral cloning from Part I of the story! We produced [COSS02], and one of
the theorems there said there existed cases where cloning n+ 1 disparate masters enable learning
to win more games than merely cloning n. This was theoretical support, then, for the possibility
that, in the behavioral cloning experiments, there could be a way to clone behaviorally multiple
masters or experts — and with some performance advantage over merely cloning one master.

Part III of the four part story: I went to an applied machine learning workshop, and told
participants who cared about behavioral cloning about the just above result that there are cases
for which cloning more experts is better than cloning fewer. I’m not sure if I expected them to
say, in effect, Oh, good, I’ll go home and figure out how to apply that to my behavioral cloning
problems. Instead they asked me how to do it for practical problems. Our existence theorem hadn’t
provided me just how to do it. I did try after that to get Sammut’s group to see what we could do,
but I was never around them long enough to get much work done on it.

Part IV of the four part story: Some time later I found out, from Mike Bain in Sammut’s
group, about Dorian Šuc’s wonderful doctoral dissertation in Ljubljana, Slovenia, [Š03]. He had
found a way to clone behaviorally more than one human expert simultaneously for the free-swinging
shipyard crane problem — by having more than one level of feedback control, and he got enhanced

36For more on these games, also see [CR92, MPS95, Tho95].
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performance from cloning the multiple experts! Dorian hadn’t known anything about our suggestive
theoretical result, he just solved the problem.

What I’d like to see: get more CT learning results which should inform machine learning
practitioners.

3.3 Machine Self-Reflection

This paragraph is based mostly on [Cas94]. Kleene’s (Second) Recursion Theorem can be conceptu-
alized as follows. Given any pre-assigned algorithmic task, there is a ϕ-program e which first looks
in a mirror37 to see in detail and exactitude its own code script, flow chart, or wiring diagram, and,
then, e uses this image in the mirror as a datum (and its external input as another datum) for input
to the pre-assigned algorithmic task — which task it then carries out with these two inputs. Essen-
tially, then, e has a perfect self-model (a copy of itself) and employs it according to the algorithmic
pre-assigned task which describes how to use it (together with its external input). No infinite
regress is required since e’s copy is projected external to e. Such e are self-reflecting/self-knowing
programs.38 39

In the late 70s I realized that the constructive form of Kleene’s Recursion Theorem (I’ll call it
KRT) could be conceptualized as a kind of non-denotational program control structure [Sto77].
Typical denotational control structures are if-then-else and while-loop. I believed it would be
possible to develop a general theory of control structures in the context of CT-style programming
systems (numberings). It was. I supervised the doctoral dissertations [Ric80, Roy87] to help
work this out.40 In the context of programming systems (numberings) for the class of partially
computable functions where each system has a universal program inside the system, I showed
that the acceptable programming systems [Rog58, Rog67], are characterized as those in which
each possible control structure has an implementation [Ric80, Roy87]. One of my principal goals
in all this was to try to characterize KRT insightfully — in the interest of understanding the
utility of self-knowledge. The ancient Greeks thought self-knowledge was important, and, perhaps,
one could obtain some mathematical insight into its utility. Characterizations have been elusive,
but we have had better luck at insight into what epitomizes the “complement” of KRT. Here
is one of my favorite theorems of Jim Royer on this latter subject. Again, the programming
systems (numberings) considered are for the class of partially computable functions where each has
a universal program inside the system.

Theorem 6 (Royer [Roy87]) KRT and if-then-else are complementary in the sense that:

1. For each there is a programming system with an implementation of that one but with no
implementation of the other one; and

37We can suppose the mirror is a corner mirror so the image in it does not appear left-right reversed.
38Examples of using self-knowledge in a simple way were presented in the proof of Theorem 1 in Section 3.2.1

above. Examples of using self-knowledge in more complex ways are in [Cas74].
39I intend to write the paper version of [Cas99b] in which I describe what, I believe, Kleene’s Recursion Theorem

has to do with the self-reflection component of consciousness. N.B. I will not provide an elucidation of what Dave
Chalmers in his very influential book [Cha96] describes as the hard problem of consciousness, e.g., the problem of
qualia. I will provide some ideas on the problems of why we are not unconscious zombies [Cha96] and how we can
be machines and, yet, differ in kind from Searle’s famous Chinese Room [Sea80].

40For definitions, etc., see [Ric80, Ric81, Roy87]. For more on this CT approach to control structures, see [Ric82,
Mar93, JN01, CJS02].
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2. If a programming system has an implementation of both, it is acceptable; i.e., has an imple-
mentation of all control structures.

Hence, decision branching and self-reflection are complementary.
I noticed, from the proofs of this theorem (Theorem 6) and related ones in [Roy87], that one

of the crucial elements was the constructivity component of KRT, but I wanted to understand the
self-knowledge component, period. Let krt be the not necessarily constructive Kleene Recursion
Theorem. With a new Ph.D. student, Sam Moelius, we have begun to find epitomizers of the
complement of krt. This is work not yet completed. We’ll see how it goes.

I’d like to see more CT work on mathematically understanding machine self-knowledge.

3.4 CT for Computational Complexity

In this section we will explore a tiny fraction of the available and somewhat recent literature. I
like very much, though, the early results of abstract complexity theory such as the surprising Blum
Speed-Up Theorem [Blu67, You73], its strengthening [MF72], and [MM69].41 Many more recent
results in complexity theory involve limiting some CT techniques to severely time or space bounded
realms. See, for example, [RC94] and its bibliography. Actually, in co-creating [RC94] I had in
mind bringing CT techniques far down into the subrecursive realm, e.g., all the way down to linear
time computable. Of course, extremely complicated priority arguments or even finite injury priority
arguments with no computable bound on the injuries don’t seem to fit well this realm.42 Priority
constructions with bounded finite injury can sometimes be used to get complexity theory results,
e.g, in [KMR90] at the cost of exponential time. Impressively, [CH96] applies carefully bounded
priorities toward feasible learnability. Employing CT tricks to provide the practitioner with feasible
algorithms, while very difficult, would be highly desirable for the future.

[CCJ+06] presents learnability applications of CT to prove results about the quality of the final
learned programs. Below is a special case of one of the results. Suppose k > 0. Run times are
measured with respect to multi-tape Turing machines, and we suppose ϕTM is an acceptable system
based on them — with ΦTM

p the run time (partial) function of ϕTM-program p [Blu67]. Let Pk def=
the set of characteristic functions of sets decidable in k-degree polynomial time (in the length of
inputs). Pick an inverse α to Ackermann’s function computable in linear time — of course α is
very slow growing [CLRS01]. Let Qk def= the set of characteristic functions of sets decidable in time
a k-degree polynomial of n times log(n) times α(n), where n is the length of the input. Pk ⊂ Qk

[HS65, HU79], and this is a tightest known separation. Since each of Pk and Qk are r.e. classes
of computable functions, by the enumeration technique in [BB75], they are Ex-learnable. For
example, then, Pk is so learnable by a machine all of whose output conjectures run in k-degree
polynomial time.

Theorem 7 (Case, Chen, Jain, Merkle, & Royer [CCJ+06]) Suppose M Ex-identifies Qk,
where k ≥ 1. Then there is an “easy” f , the characteristic function of some finite set, such that
(∀a)(∞∀x)[ΦTM

M(f)(x) > a · (|x| + 1)k].

41[Odi99] surveys much of this work.
Proofs of such results by complicated Kleene Recursion Theorem arguments can be conceptually simplified by

employing instead my ORT. See [MC78, Smi94] for examples of how I do this.
42Possibly, these kinds of arguments could be introduced into this realm by employing Hybrid recursion theorems

from [RC94]. These permit, for example, self-other reference between low level subrecursive programming systems
and systems for functions partial computable in K.
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Hence, to learn Qk, a little bigger class than Pk, we have severe complexity deficiencies in the final
programs on very easy functions f .

Theorem 7 just above is proved by delayed diagonalization (or slowed simulation) [Lad75, RC94]
with cancellation [Blu67] (or zero injury), complexity-bounded self-reference [RC94], and very care-
ful subrecursive programming [RC94].

In [CCJ+06] we have other results of this ilk. For example, if the classes polynomial time and
non-deterministic polynomial time do separate, then Ex-learning the latter with output conjec-
tures non-deterministic polynomial time bounded Turing machines will force there to exist some
easy functions f (characteristic functions of finite sets) whose final learned programs will have some
otherwise unnecessary and undesirable non-determinism. Also obtained is a similar result compar-
ing quantum polyomial time and polynomial time (again, if they separate), where, in learning the
then larger class, the complexity deficiency in final programs for some easy functions is otherwise
unnecessary quantum parallelism. Standard diagonalizations are too rough to be used in these
realms where we are not even sure currently if there are separations. We resort instead to lifts of
arguments about more delicate Σ0

2-inseparability of certain subrecursive index sets [Cas91, RC94].
In [CCJ+06] there are additionally results about cases where final programs are asymptotically

optimal, but they are informationally deficient: one can’t prove about them even suboptimal run
time bounds.

The lesson for the practioner of such results from [CCJ+06] is: don’t try to learn too much (if
you don’t have to); else, you may get undesirable learned programs.

I’d like to see more CT results in complexity theory with even more remarkable advice to the
practitioner.

Jim Royer has been working for some time on a program to bridge between European theoretical
computer scientists who seek to understand higher types in programming languages, but who
generally ignore even issues of algorithmicity and U.S. theoretical computer scientists interested
only in feasible algorithms. For example, [Roy97] presents an analog of the Kreisel-Lacombe-
Shoenfield Theorem [Rog67] for feasible type-2 functionals [Meh76, KC91, KC96, Set94, IKR01].

I’d like to see more of this level attempt to provide some eventual advice to the practitioner,
e.g., to the designer of elegant, new programming languages.

3.5 Physics and All the Rest

Kreisel has written about the problem of whether the physical world permits calculations beyond
the Turing-computable, e.g., [Kre65, Kre74]. See [Odi89] for nice discussion of the issues. Hy-
percomputation involves allowing infinitely many computation steps in finite time.43 The problem
is whether in our universe such computations are executable. Norman Margolus at MIT whose
background includes both physics and computer science explained to me a few years ago that such
computations would require an unlimited supply of energy. See also [Dav04, Dav06a, Dav06b,
Dav06c] for further arguments that this sort of computation is not available in the real world.

Along different lines, we see, though, the impressive and surprising work of Pour-El and Richards
[PER79, PER81, PER89]. In [PER81] they provide a (higher type) uncomputable solution to the
wave equation with a (higher type) computable boundary condition!

43A recursive iteration of the idea would lead to Kreisel’s ℵ0-mind computability (characterizing the Π1
1-computable

partial functions) [Rog67].
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On the other hand: when I first studied Maxwell’s Equations as an undergraduate I noticed that
they were applied beautifully and elegantly to clouds of electrons. Problem: the clouds are discrete,
yet the mathematics is essentially continuous. Of course, it is too hard for practical purposes to
model a large cloud of electrons discretely, and the continuous mathematics nicely smooths out
the discretness and provides good enough experimental predictions. My reaction, though, was
disillusionment. I naively expected physicists to seek absolute knowledge and at least to apologize
for not providing it. Of course, they don’t care about such matters. As you may note from some
of the things I wrote about above, e.g., in Section 3.2.2, I no longer expect absolute knowledge.44

So, then, is at least some of physical reality absolutely modeled by continuous mathematics
involving real numbers? Perhaps all but physical space is discrete? [Hei58, Pages 164-165] argues
that there must exist as a universal constant in nature a smallest length. It may be that the
universe, including space, is discrete. Researchers in the cellular automata approach to physics (see
[Fey82, Min82, FT82, Tof84, TM87, Mar84, SW86, Mac86, Tof77b, Tof77a, Vic84, Wol83, Svo86,
FHP86, Has87])45 take this idea seriously.

So regarding the work referenced above by Pour-El and Richards, while I admire this work
very much, I believe one has to be careful about work on physics equations which may be only
wonderfully convenient continuous approximations to various discrete realities. The resultant work
will not really be about physics.

So, I’m left with not so many examples of prior applications of CT to physics I’d like to see
more of in the future. There was at least the quantum computing example in Section 3.4 above.

Anyhow, I’d like to see future applications of CT with insights and/or advice to physics (and
all the science and engineering disciplines for which I’ve provided no example prior applications of
CT).
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